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Disclosure Statement

The information contained in this presentation (the “Presentation”) is highly confidential and is being provided to you for informational purposes only and is not, and may not be relied on in any manner as, legal, tax or
investment advice or as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in an investment vehicle (a “Fund”) sponsored by Vinci Partners GP Limited or its affiliates (together with such affiliates, “Vinci”), or
any other security. Such an offer will only be made pursuant to the delivery of the related organizational and offering documents for a Fund (the “Organizational Documents”), which will be furnished to qualified
investors on a confidential basis at their request for their consideration in connection with such offering. The information contained herein does not purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by the applicable
Organizational Documents. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning a Fund other than as set forth in the applicable Organizational Documents and any such statements, if made, may not be
relied upon. This Presentation may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, without Vinci’s express written consent. It may contain material, non-public information and should not be construed as
investment advice or used or relied upon in any way in connection with any decision to buy, sell or hold any security or investment. Neither Vinci nor any of its representatives makes any representation or warranty,
express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein, nor does Vinci or its representatives undertake any duty to update the information set forth herein. Financial information
contained in this notice has not been audited, and, to the extent it has been provided by third parties, it has not been verified by Vinci. Certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements,”
which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue,” “target” or “believe” (or the negatives thereof) or other variations thereon
or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or actual performance of the investment discussed herein may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such
forward-looking statements. Prospective investors should pay close attention to the assumptions underlying the analyses, forecasts and targets contained herein. The analyses, forecasts and targets contained in this
Presentation are based on assumptions believed to be reasonable in light of the information presently available and the assumptions underlying them. Such assumptions (and the resulting analyses, forecasts and targets)
may require modification as additional information becomes available and as economic and market developments warrant. Any such modification could be either favorable or adverse. The forecasts and targets have
been prepared and are set out for illustrative purposes only, and no assurances can be made that they will materialize. They have been prepared based on Vinci’s current understanding of operations of its portfolio
companies (collectively, the “Company”), Vinci’s current view in relation to future events and financial performance of the Company and various estimations and assumptions made by Vinci and by the Company’s
management, including estimations and assumptions about events that have not occurred, any of which may prove to be incorrect. Therefore, the forecasts and targets are subject to uncertainties, changes (including
changes in economic, operational, political or other circumstances or the management of the Company) and other risks, including, but not limited to, broad trends in business and finance, legislation and regulation
affecting the Company, monetary and fiscal policies, interest rates, inflation, currency values, market conditions, the availability and cost of short-term or long-term funding and capital, all of which are beyond Vinci’s
control and any of which may cause the relevant actual, financial and other results to be materially different from the results expressed or implied by such forecasts and targets. Industry experts may disagree with the
forecasts and targets, the estimations and assumptions used in preparing the forecasts and targets or Vinci’s view or understanding of the Company. No assurance, representation or warranty is made by any person that
any of the forecasts and targets will be achieved and no investor should rely on the forecasts and the targets. None of Vinci, any of its affiliates or any of their respective directors, officers, employees, partners,
shareholders, advisors or agents makes any assurance, representation or warranty as to the accuracy of any of the forecasts and targets. Nothing contained in this Presentation may be relied upon as a guarantee,
promise, assurance or a representation as to the future. No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. None of the information contained herein has been filed
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any securities administrator under any securities laws of any U.S. or non-U.S. jurisdiction or any other U.S. or non-U.S. governmental or self-regulatory authority. No
such governmental or self-regulatory authority will pass on the merits of any offering or the adequacy of the information contained herein. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. Vinci, its affiliates and their
respective directors, officers, employees, partners, shareholders, advisers and agents expressly disclaim, to the maximum extent permitted by law, any and all liability and shall have no liability whatsoever for any direct,
indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered or incurred by any investor or any other person or entity however caused (including but not limited to negligence) in any way in connection with this Presentation or
any other written or oral information made available to such investor or such other person or entity regarding the prospective investment or any errors or omissions however caused, such investor or any other person or
entity placing any reliance on this Presentation or such other information, or the reasonableness, authenticity, validity, adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reliability of this Presentation or such other information. To
the extent recipient participates in direct investments into the Company, Vinci will owe no duties, fiduciary or otherwise, to recipient except to the extent expressly agreed by Vinci in binding investment agreements. Past
or targeted performance is not necessarily indicative of future results and there can be no assurance that targeted returns will be achieved, that the Company will achieve comparable results, or that the returns generated
by the Company will equal or exceed those of other investment activities of Vinci, or that the Company will be able to implement its strategy or achieve its objectives. The actual realized return of any potential
investment may differ materially from the results indicated herein. Prospective investors are encouraged to contact Vinci representatives to discuss the procedures and methodologies used to calculate the investment
returns and other information provided herein.

The representative in Switzerland is ARM Swiss Representatives SA, Route de Cité-Ouest 2, 1196 Gland, Switzerland. The paying agent in Switzerland is Bank Heritage SA. The Private Placement Memorandum, the
Limited Partnership Agreement and annual financial statements (to the extent available) of the Fund can be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland. Any action, suit or proceeding against the Swiss
representative with respect to the distribution of interests in, or the representation of, the Fund in or from Switzerland will be brought in the courts competent in the registered office of the Swiss representative.

MVision Strategic (Asia) Limited (together with its affiliates, “MVision”) has been retained to assist with the marketing of the Fund but may use affiliates to assist in its marketing activities. MVision is authorized and
regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. MVision assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Presentation. Each prospective investor, in
accepting this Presentation, agrees that MVision has no responsibility for, has not approved and shall have no liability for any statement in this Presentation. This Presentation should not be considered a
recommendation by MVision that a Fund is a suitable investment for any prospective investor. Recipients of this Presentation are advised that MVision is acting solely on behalf of Vinci and is not acting for or advising
any recipient in any capacity and in particular is not responsible for providing to any of them the protections afforded under the Securities and Futures Commission rules to persons who are customers of MVision.

This communication and the information contained herein are confidential and may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Vinci Partners, LLC.

Copyright 2017 Vinci Partners, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Leading independent Brazilian Investment Platform
Total assets under management: approximately US$6.1 billion, as of December 31, 2018

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Private Equity Infrastructure Real Estate Credit Public Equities Hedge Funds
Investment &

Product Solutions 

Generalist and
control-oriented

approach, focusing
on growth, greenfield,

buyout and 
turnaround

Exposure to real
assets through 

both
equity and debt

instruments

Commercial real
estate development /

redevelopment 
projects

Core fund
focused on

shopping malls

Tailor-made credit
Solutions developed

to meet funding 
needs

of both mature 
growing businesses,

while capturing
value for our 

investors

Long-term
fundamental-oriented
holdings of Brazilian

publicly-traded 
companies

Multi-strategy
approach focused

on Brazilian
and international

highly liquid
financial 

instruments

Offering of financial
products on an open

platform basis 
providing

in-house asset 
allocation

and risk management

ADVISORY SERVICES

Customized financial and strategic advisory services to business owners, corporate senior management teams
and boards of directors, focusing primarily on pre-IPO and M&A advice 

VINCI OPERATIONS

LEGAL ACCOUNTING IT REGULATORY
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Vinci Partners | Private Equity

Vinci Partners is a leading Brazilian private equity firm with a deep local heritage beginning in 2001

¹As of December 31, 2018. 
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that VCP III will achieve comparable results. Please see the Portfolio Review and Appendix sections of this Presentation for a more complete review of 
Vinci’s track record.

A pioneer in Brazilian private equity

Led by a senior team 
who has worked together 

for an average of 
20 years

Focusing on industries 
experiencing strong 

growth tailwinds

15+ year track record of 
pursuing opportunistic 

private equity and 
equity-like investments

Typically proprietarily-
sourced, control 

investments

Targeting proven 
business models with 

EV “sweet spot” of 
US$200-500mm

Promoting operational 
change in collaboration 

with management

US$ 900 million
realized from portfolio 
companies in the last 

6 years1

4.5x (R$) / 3.7x (US$)
gross MOIC on realized 

investments 
achieved to date1

With a proven strategy, 
successful track record and stable team,

Vinci is well-positioned to take advantage of the current 
market opportunity in Brazil 



Overview
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1. In R$, as of December 31, 2018.
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that VCP III will achieve comparable results

Who we are

“Home-grown” Brazilian 
team 

▪ Deep local presence and track record of investing in private equity in Brazil

▪ Headquartered in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil with additional offices in São Paulo, Recife and New York

▪ Significant local knowledge, networks and proprietary deal flow

Proven 
strategy

▪ Successful 15+ year track record of investing US$ 1.7 billion across multiple cycles

▪ 2.9x gross MOIC and 62.8% gross IRR since inception1

▪ Realized almost US$ 900 million1 from portfolio companies over the last 6 years

▪ Since inception until 2017, average VCP II portfolio net revenues increased annually by 17.6% and
EBITDA by 31.4%, while Brazil’s real GDP was down 0.5% annually

Opportunistic approach
▪ Investment strategy mainly focused on growth equity transactions and buyouts, while the Fund will

opportunistically look at turnarounds

▪ Seeks to implement downside protections to minimize risk profile of portfolio assets

Driving “Value 
from the Core”

▪ Long-term partners who promote change in portfolio companies

▪ Focus on driving operational value creation through an active, hands-on approach

▪ Strong reputation as preferred partners to entrepreneurs and CEOs, also with ability to partner with
different players: local and foreign GPs, state-owned companies and development bank

Alignment 
with investors

▪ Vinci’s partners and employees are usually the largest LPs and invest on the same terms and
conditions as clients

▪ GP commitment in VCP II of approximately US$ 323 million (23% of VCP II)

▪ GP has committed US$ 107 million to VCP III

6
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Realized/Partially Realized Investments

Since 2004, invested over R$ 3.6 billion across 19 investments2, achieving 
2.9x gross MOIC to date2 and realized over US$ 2.9 billion from portfolio companies

(1) PDG was a PIPE deal. VCP III’s investment strategy will not pursue these types of deals.
(2) Considering Fund I and VCP II track record only. On a US$ basis, invested $1.7 billion, returning 2.3x gross MOIC to date
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that VCP III will achieve comparable results

Proven track record of investing in leading Brazilian companies

Unrealized Investments

Fund I

Residential 
homebuilder in Brazil

Leading electricity 
distributor in 
Northeast Brazil

Third-largest energy 
distributor in Brazil

Sugar-based ethanol 
plant operator

Leading supplier of 
wood plant operator

Portfolio of leading 
Brazilian specialty 
apparel

Second-largest grain 
producer in South 
America

Developer of 
commodity-rich 
farmland

High education 
provider in the 
Northeast Brazil

Sugar-based ethanol 
and electricity plants

VCP II

Second largest car 
rental company in Brazil

Distance learning 
educational platform

Master franchisee of 
the fast food chain in 
Brazil

Insurance 
company focused 
on specialty lines

Seg

Local reinsurance 
company with a 
multi-line approach

Re

Fund I VCP II

Residential 
homebuilder in Brazil

1

Retailer of household 
care located in the 
Northeast region

Operator of offshore 
supply vessels

Manufacture of 
ceramic floors and 
walls

VCP III

Master franchisee of 
the fast food chain in 
Brazil

Imaging diagnostics 
center based in São 
Paulo

Fiber to the home 
internet service 
provider

Project NY
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Strong Historical Realized Performance Since Inception

(1) Considering Fund I and VCP II track record only
(2) 2.3x net MOIC and 34.8% net IRR, in R$
(3) 1.8x net MOIC and 34.1% net IRR, in US$
(4) Realized and Publicly Traded Securities
Fund I is not structured as a typical private equity fund; unlike VCP II, Fund I is comprised entirely of proprietary capital, and its returns are subject to neither a typical private equity fee structure nor certain transaction and other investment 
expenses borne by investors in VCP II. The net IRR for the Fund I is presented here is a hypothetical illustration that applies fees and other charges similar to those that are anticipated to be charged by VCP III. 

Extensive and strong track record, as of December 31, 2018

Total Portfolio Since Inception1 Gross MOIC of Realized Investments

▪ 77.4% gross IRR (85.2% gross IRR in US$)

▪ 4.5x multiple on invested capital (3.7x multiple in US$)

▪ 14 realized/partially realized

▪ 10 companies at gross MOIC of 2.0x or greater, only 1 company below 1.0x

Invested Capital Value Creation Total Value

1

3

10

<1x 1-2x >2x

N
u

m
b

er
 o

f 
In

v
es

tm
en

ts

2.9x Gross MOIC (2.3x in US$)1

62.8% Gross IRR (67.9% in US$)2

R$ 6,633.6 million 
realized3 to date

(in R$ million)

8

3,642.4

6,928.0

10,570.4



3.7x
2.3x

4.1x

1.3x1.2x 1.1x 1.3x 0.9x
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Vinci returns have exceeded IBOVESPA over 13 years across various economic environments in Brazil

Strong portfolio performance both fundamentally vs. IBOVESPA, as of December 31, 2018 (in US$)

Gross MOIC 

Gross IRR

Realized /
Partially Realized Full Portfolio                               Fund I        VCP II

IRR outperformance vs. IBOVESPA
(2004-4Q2018)

79.6% 66.4% 70.0% 5.8%

Average Annual Real GDP Growth
(2004-2017)

2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 0.5%

Realized / Partially Realized
(2004-4Q2018)

Full Portfolio
(2004-4Q2018)

Fund I
(2004-4Q2018)

VCP II
(2011-4Q2018)

Vinci Partners IBOVESPA*

*Public equity market returns are based on hypothetical investments in and out of the Bovespa Index, an index of about 50 stocks that are traded on the São Paulo Stock, Mercantile & Futures Exchange (a.k.a. the BM&F Bovespa and herein the “Bovespa”),
on a basis proportionate to Vinci Partners investments in and receipt of proceeds from the Vinci Investments, from August 6, 2004 – December 31, 2018 with respect to realized and substantially realized Vinci Investments and from August 6, 2004 –
December 31, 2018 with respect to realized and unrealized Vinci Investments in the aggregate.
Past performance of investments described herein is provided for illustrative purposes only, and is not indicative of the Fund’s future investment results; there can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve comparable results or that the Fund will be
successful in achieving its objectives. The securities comprising the Bovespa index have substantially different characteristics than the investments of the relevant Vinci funds; for example, the portfolios of the Vinci funds are significantly more concentrated
than the securities included in the index. This comparison is provided for illustrative purposes.
Fund I is not structured as a typical private equity fund; unlike VCP II, Fund I is comprised entirely of proprietary capital, and its returns are subject to neither a typical private equity fee structure nor certain transaction and other investment expenses borne
by investors in VCP II. The net IRR for Fund I presented here is a hypothetical illustration that applies fees and other charges similar to those that are anticipated to be charged by VCP III.

85.2% 67.9% 77.3%

4.5%5.6% 1.5% 7.3%

-1.3%

n.a. 1.8x / 34.1% 3.1x / 53.3% 1.1x / 1.7%

Vinci Partners Net Returns (MOC / IRR)

9



77.4%
62.8% 71.5%

15.6%9.1% 8.7% 8.2% 9.1%

4.5x
2.9x

4.4x

2.1x
1.5x 1.5x 1.4x 1.6x

Vinci Partners | Private Equity

Vinci returns have exceeded IBOVESPA over 13 years across various economic environments in Brazil

Strong portfolio performance both fundamentally vs. IBOVESPA, as of December 31, 2018 (in R$)

Gross MOIC 

Gross IRR

Realized /
Partially Realized Full Portfolio                               Fund I        VCP II

IRR outperformance vs. IBOVESPA
(2004-4Q2018)

68.3% 54.1% 63.3% 6.5%

Average Annual Real GDP Growth
(2004-2017)

2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 0.5%

Realized / Partially Realized
(2004-4Q2018)

Full Portfolio
(2004-4Q2018)

Fund I
(2004-4Q2018)

VCP II
(2011-4Q2018)

Vinci Partners IBOVESPA*

*Public equity market returns are based on hypothetical investments in and out of the Bovespa Index, an index of about 50 stocks that are traded on the São Paulo Stock, Mercantile & Futures Exchange (a.k.a. the BM&F Bovespa and herein the “Bovespa”),
on a basis proportionate to Vinci Partners investments in and receipt of proceeds from the Vinci Investments, from August 6, 2004 – December 31, 2018 with respect to realized and substantially realized Vinci Investments and from August 6, 2004 –
December 31, 2018 with respect to realized and unrealized Vinci Investments in the aggregate.
Past performance of investments described herein is provided for illustrative purposes only, and is not indicative of the Fund’s future investment results; there can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve comparable results or that the Fund will be
successful in achieving its objectives. The securities comprising the Bovespa index have substantially different characteristics than the investments of the relevant Vinci funds; for example, the portfolios of the Vinci funds are significantly more concentrated
than the securities included in the index. This comparison is provided for illustrative purposes.
Fund I is not structured as a typical private equity fund; unlike VCP II, Fund I is comprised entirely of proprietary capital, and its returns are subject to neither a typical private equity fee structure nor certain transaction and other investment expenses borne
by investors in VCP II. The net IRR for Fund I presented here is a hypothetical illustration that applies fees and other charges similar to those that are anticipated to be charged by VCP III.

n.a. 2.3x / 34.8% 3.3x / 50.2% 1.8x / 12.4%

Vinci Partners Net Returns (MOC / IRR)

10
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Historical Portfolio Performance, as of December 31, 2018

Vinci Partners Track Record

Track Record, in R$ million

Track Record, in US$ million

Gross:         2.3x

Net:             1.8x
Full Portfolio

67.9%

34.1%

Fund MOC IRR

Gross:         4.1x

Net:             3.1x
Fund I

Gross:         1.3x

Net:             1.1x

4.5%

1.7%
VCP II

77.3%

53.3%

Fund I is not structured as a typical private equity fund; unlike VCP II, Fund I is comprised entirely of proprietary capital, and its returns are subject to neither a typical private equity fee structure nor certain transaction and other investment expenses borne
by investors in VCP II. The net IRR for Fund I presented here is a hypothetical illustration that applies fees and other charges similar to those that are anticipated to be charged by VCP III.

Gross:         2.9x

Net:             2.3x
Full Portfolio

62.8%

34.8%

Fund MOC IRR

Gross:         4.4x

Net:             3.3x
Fund I

Gross:         2.1x

Net:             1.8x

15.6%

12.4%
VCP II

71.5%

50.2%
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Investment Committee Members

Gilberto 
Sayão

Chairman

Alessandro 
Horta
CEO

Bruno 
Zaremba
Head PE 
Partner

Gabriel 
Felzenszwalb

Partner

Carlos E. 
Martins
Partner

Jose G. 
Souza

Head Infra 
Partner

Years of Relevant 
Experience 26 26 22 18 15 23

Years at Vinci / 
Predecessors* 26 17 22 11 10 13

Prior Experience UBS Pactual UBS Pactual UBS Pactual
Portfolio 

Company
UBS 

Pactual
Brazil 

Energia

Structuring & IR Team

Pedro Quintella
Head of S&IR 

Partner

Constanza Cortes
Principal

Mateus Maia
Associate

20 15 4

10 0 4

Vinci PE, RE, Infra & 
UBS Pactual SPX Vinci Operations

Investment / Operation Team

Roberto 
Leuzinger

Partner

Marcelo 
Penna
Partner

Guilherme 
Teixeira
Partner

Antonio 
Vieira

Principal

Marco 
Franklin

VP

Raphael 
Rodrigues

VP

Paula Prado
Associate

Aline 
Camelier
Associate

Tiago Timm
Associate

Years of Relevant 
Experience 24 12 13 15 7 7 6 5 1

Years at Vinci / 
Predecessors* 9 11 13 6 7 7 6 5 1

Prior Experience
Booz 

Consulting Vinci Legal
Vinci Corporate 

Advisory
Goldman 

Sachs
Vinci 

Operations
Portfolio 

Company
Vinci 

Operations
Vinci 

Operations
Vinci 

Operations

Deployed to Portfolio Companies

Rafael Santo
Principal

Everton Freire
Associate

Years of Relevant 
Experience 15 4

Years at Vinci / 
Predecessors* 14 1

Prior Experience COO / Burger King Associate / Austral

Origination Team

Jose Pano
Partner

Arthur Coelho
Principal

26 13

16 5

Portfolio Company Portfolio Company

Vinci Partners | Private Equity Team

*Predecessor firms represent Banco Pactual and portfolio companies.
Note: As of December 31, 2018, two members of the Private Equity Team were deployed to VCP II portfolio companies on a full-time basis under the direction of Vinci Partners.



Market Opportunity
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Selic Rate (%) and Core Inflation (%)

Selic Rate (%) Core Inflation (%) - 3 months moving average - Seasonally adjusted

Brazil: Emerging from its Deepest Recession on Record

Brazilian Economy

▪ Tighter credit conditions have created equity

cost-like rates for corporate debt (17-22% p.a.)

▪ A significant improvement in inflation

outlook is permitting the Central Bank to cut

the Selic rate at a fast pace – to the lowest level

in history

▪ Brazil’s Central Bank has already cut interest

rates by 775 bps, from a peak of 14.25%, and

the easing cycle is expected to reach 6.25% in

2018 according to our scenario – monetary

policy will be the main driver of the economic

recovery

Any targets, forecasts and projections contained herein have been prepared and are set out for illustrative purposes only, and no assurances can be made that they will materialize. Unless otherwise noted, they have been prepared based on Vinci’s current
view in relation to future events and various estimations and assumptions made by it, including estimations and assumptions about events that have not occurred, any of which may prove to be incorrect.  Therefore the forecasts are subject to uncertainties, 
changes (including changes in economic, operational, political or other circumstances) and other risks, and no prospective investor should rely on such targets, forecasts or projections.

Source: Brazil Central Bank

Source: IBGE
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Brazil: Emerging from its Deepest Recession on Record

Brazilian Economy

▪ In the past few years, foreign direct investment

(FDI) has remained relatively stable as a share

of GDP, despite the crisis

▪ FDI is less volatile and more predictable than

short term portfolio investments, providing a

more stable and reliable source of external

financing

▪ Therefore, the sharp improvement in current

account balance helped open a large gap

between foreign direct investment and

financing requirements

▪ These should act as a backstop against big

exchange rate movements

Any targets, forecasts and projections contained herein have been prepared and are set out for illustrative purposes only, and no assurances can be made that they will materialize. Unless otherwise noted, they have been prepared based on Vinci’s current
view in relation to future events and various estimations and assumptions made by it, including estimations and assumptions about events that have not occurred, any of which may prove to be incorrect.  Therefore the forecasts are subject to uncertainties, 
changes (including changes in economic, operational, political or other circumstances) and other risks, and no prospective investor should rely on such targets, forecasts or projections.

Source: Brazil Central Bank

-4.5%

-3.5%

-2.5%

-1.5%

-0.5%

0.5%

1.5%

2.5%

3.5%

4.5%

Jan-11 Oct-11 Jul-12 Apr-13 Jan-14 Oct-14 Jul-15 Apr-16 Jan-17 Oct-17 Jul-18

Current Account Deficit and Foreign Direct Investment (12-month, % GDP)

Current Account Deficit/ GDP FDI/ GDP Surplus
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Brazil: Attractive PE Fundamentals

2.4

6.4

0.5
1.0

3.7

0.7
0.1 0.4

$0.0

$1.0

$2.0

$3.0

$4.0

$5.0

$6.0

$7.0

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Private Equity Capital Raised in Brazil (billion USD)1

Avg. PE Capital Raised
(2012 – 2017)

1.1

▪ Economic crisis of recent years had a deep impact on the composition of fund managers active in the country

▪ Local managers with capital to deploy will access ample opportunities in the country: prevalence of family-owned businesses, high
industry fragmentation and relatively low productivity

▪ Over the last five years, the ratio of disclosed capital invested to GDP has averaged 0.12% in Brazil - equal to the rate of China but
significantly lower than the 1.55% rate for the United States

Private Equity Industry Fundamentals

Source: Preqin. (1) includes Buyout, Growth and Balanced fund types
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Brazil: Attractive PE Fundamentals

▪ Advantageous position for negotiation compared to peers in other geographies. Average entry EV/EBITDA for Brazilian PE investments in 2017 was
7.3x, lower than US and Asia entry multiples (10.5x and 14.1x respectively)1

▪ Most of the fund managers who raised funds prior to the crisis were unable to raise follow-on funds or significantly increased in size, resulting in
lower competition to Vinci, who maintained fund size and strategy for VCP III

Unique Investing Environment

7.3x

10.5x

14.1x

Brazil US Asia

2017 Brazil Entry Valuations vs. US and Asia – EV/EBITDA (BRL)1

Vinci’s Current Pipeline Characteristics

▪ Our current pipeline exemplifies that this current investment cycle in Brazil proves to be unprecedented. The average discount is 50% below publicly
traded multiples

(1) Sources: United States – Pitchbook, 2017 Annual US PE Breakdown (published 15 January 2018); Asia – Bain & Company, Asia-Pacific Private Equity Report 2018 (published 15 March 2018). 
Any targets, forecasts and projections contained herein have been prepared and are set out for illustrative purposes only, and no assurances can be made that they will materialize. Unless otherwise noted, they have been prepared based on Vinci’s 
current view in relation to future events and various estimations and assumptions made by it, including estimations and assumptions about events that have not occurred, any of which may prove to be incorrect.  Therefore the forecasts are subject 
to uncertainties, changes (including changes in economic, operational, political or other circumstances) and other risks, and no prospective investor should rely on such targets, forecasts or projections.
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▪ Internal programs  
✓ Synergies across portfolio
✓ Best practices
✓ Managerial talents

▪ 100-day plan
▪ 5-year Business Plan 
▪ Organizational Structure
▪ Execution of quick-wins
▪ Governance
▪ Capital structure
▪ Management tool kit (ZBB, 

PDCA, SOP, etc)

4. Liquidity

1. Origination 2. Strategic Planning

VALUE FROM 
THE CORE

▪ Monitoring and operational control
▪ C-level management
▪ Capital allocation
▪ Benchmarking to ensure “best in 

class” operations
▪ 5-year Business Plan reassessment

▪ Investment’s marginal 
return assessment

▪ Analysis of best exit 
opportunities

▪ Capital distribution 
optimization

▪ Analysis of macro investment 
thesis

▪ Deep dive in selected industries
▪ Selection of target opportunities
▪ Assessment of deal structure and      

value levers

Vinci Drives “Value from the Core” 
A comprehensive tool set focused on driving value throughout the investment cycle

3. Continuous Performance 
Improvement



VCPII: Portfolio Review
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Aggregate Net Revenues – VCP II Revenue & EBITDA CAGR since acquisition to 2018E

Portfolio Update
Solid performance across portfolio companies, as of June 30, 2018

1%

13%

21%

19%

23%

16%

45%

2%

11%

19%

43%

50%

16%

65%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Cecrisa

Uniasselvi

CBO

Austral

Le Biscuit

Unidas

Burger King

EBITDA

Net Revenue

2017

Aggregate EBITDA – VCP II

1,047 1,515
2,256

2,853 2,690 2,959
3,496

671 947 1,263

1,652

2,061
2,661

3,398

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018E

111 145

447

695
604 660

903

167
222 319

386

426 511
618

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018E

2012-182011-17

17.6% 13.8%

2011-182011-17

31.4% 30.5%

Does not consider Unidas nor Burger King, since Unidas has been fully realized and Burger King is 
a public company and Vinci Partners cannot provide forecasts.

Considers Unidas and Burger King

Track record information is presented throughout this presentation on a pro forma basis and in local currency, excluding PIPE investments, a strategy that will be discontinued in VCP III. The EBITDA values do not account for Austral, given that 
is not a relevant result line for an insurance company. Thus, EBITDA was replaced for net earnings.
Austral and Burger King data for EBITDA and Net Revenues are starting in 2012, since both were greenfield in 2011.
Burger King and Unidas were removed since 
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that VCP III will achieve comparable results
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Portfolio Construction
Structure of Current Advanced Deals

Controlling stakes in 
all transactions

Two out of three 
transactions are 
debt free

Transactions with seller’s 
financing in BRL. Annual 
payments adjusted by CDI 
(Brazilian basic interest 
rate)

Average of 36% 
discount to publicly 
traded peers

2 out of 3 
transactions were 
sourced proprietarily

1 2 3 4 5

Sourcing

Discount to Peers

Seller’s Financing

Ownership

Transaction Structure

1

2

3

4

5

Project NY

Control (100%) Control (70%)
Control 

(Approximately 50%)

Cash-Free, Debt-Free 0.8x Debt/EBITDA Cash-Free, Debt-Free

Yearly installments of
40% – 20% – 20% – 20%

Yearly installments of
60% – 10% – 10% – 10% – 10%

Yearly installments of
44% – 15% – 8% – 9% – 7% – 17% 

34% 53% 33%

Proprietary 
(w/ exclusivity since NBO)

Limited Auction
(w/ exclusivity since NBO)

Proprietary 
(w/ exclusivity since NBO)
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3Q18A 4Q18A 1Q19E 2Q19E 3Q19E 4Q19E 1Q20E 2Q20E 3Q20E 4Q20E 1Q21E 2Q21E 3Q21E 4Q21E 1Q22E 2Q22E 3Q22E 4Q22E 1Q23E 2Q23E 3Q23E 4Q23E 1Q24E 2Q24E

Domino's CURA/Mérya Project NY

% of Fund 
Target 
Size

Portfolio Construction

Summary

This Presentation may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, without Vinci’s express written consent. It may contain material, non-public information. There is no guarantee that any Fund will have access to similar investments to those 
referenced herein, that Vinci Capital will be successful in sourcing investments for any Fund at the same rate as it has in the past or that any of the prospective investments detailed herein will be completed or will be profitable if completed. Neither Vinci 
nor any of its representatives makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein, nor does Vinci or its representatives undertake any duty to update the information set forth
herein. 

Invested Capital (in R$ million)

Fund Stake

BRL Status In R$ In US$ % of Fund Target Size

Domino’s Closed 256.0 68.6 9.1%

CURA/Mérya Closed 313.0 83.9 11.2%

Project NY Closed 290.0 77.7 10.4%

30.7%

01-Mar-2019Date

3.7303USD / BRL1

750.0Fund Size (US$)

2,797.7Fund Size (R$)

1 Effective Exchange rate of the first capital call for Domino’s and CURA in August 
1st, 2018

Unique sellers finance structure to average out exchange rate

131.5 131.5

316.8 316.8
387.7 419.4 427.7 449.1

523.8
569.0 581.4 594.1

664.9
712.0

814.1 814.1 845.3 845.3

11.3% 13.9% 15.0% 15.3% 16.1% 18.7% 20.3% 20.8% 23.8% 25.4% 26.0% 29.1% 29.1% 30.2% 30.2% 30.2% 30.2% 30.7%

726.9

814.1 845.3845.3

29.1%25.4%21.2%11.3%

712.0

859.0

4.7%4.7%
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VCP III - Summary of Terms

Fund Vinci Partners III

Manager Vinci Capital Gestora de Recursos Ltda.

GP Commitment $107 million

Minimum LP Commitment $10 million

Management Fees
2% on committed capital during the investment period, thereafter 2% on invested 
capital

Management Fee Offset 100% of all transaction, monitoring, directors, advisory, break-up and other similar fees

Preferred Return 8%

Carried Interest 20%, 50/50 catch-up

Term
10 years, subject to two consecutive additional one-year extensions as determined by 
the General Partner with the consent of the Advisory Committee

Investment Period 5 years from final closing

Diversification Limit No more than 15% of capital commitments in any one investment



Appendix
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Vinci’s Portfolio Construction

Fund I

By Sector

VCP II

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that VCP III will achieve comparable results

Well-diversified portfolio, as of December 31, 2018

By Deal Type By Deal Structure

By Sector By Deal Type By Deal Structure

Residential 

Homebuilding

10%

Electricity 

Distribution    

20%

Ethanol Mill    

20%

Furniture 

Manufacturing 

10%

Education       

10%

Agribusiness   

20%

Retail Apparel

10% Growth Equity / 

Consolidation 

20%

Turnaround / 

Restructuring  

30%

Growth Equity 

30%

Greenfield Project 

20% Control               

30%

Co-Control          

30%

Minority          

40%

Food Services     

14%

Rent a Car and 

Fleet Management

14%

Insurance and 

Reinsurance

14%Retail                 

14%

Building 

Materials 

14%

Education          

14%

Oil & Gas 

Services

14%

Greenfield / 

Growth Equity

14%

Turnaround / 

Restructuring

29%

Greenfield Project 

14%

Growth Equity 

29%

Buyout

14%

Control              

43%

Co-Control     

57%
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Burger King

Firm Overview at Entry Company Results

Initial Investment: July 2011

Sourcing: Proprietary

Type: Greenfield / Growth Equity

Capital Invested: R$ 319.0 million; US$ 171.5 million

Status: Partially Realized

Gross MOIC / IRR (R$): 3.7x / 24.2%

Gross MOIC / IRR (US$): 1.9x / 11.5%

Restaurant Count

113 190 293 419 480 526 594
110

123
128

112 108 171 142
223 313

421
531 588

697 736

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Same-Store-Sales (%)

8.1%

4.2% 2.9%
5.3%

9.9%
13.8%

6.5%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Financial Performance (in R$ million)

436
651

949

1,393

1,784

35 53 86 134 211 288

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Revenue

EBITDA

CAGR13-17: 42%

CAGR13-17: 57%

Company 
Overview

Investment 
Thesis

Growth 
Strategy

▪ Internal demand growth driven by positive
demographic tailwinds in a growing and
fragmented industry

▪ Global brand with imbalance between awareness
and penetration in Brazil

▪ Established business model in the local market

▪ Expand BK’s footprint in Brazil, allowing the brand
to achieve national relevancy

▪ Acquire existing franchisees for very attractive
valuations, taking advantage of obvious synergies

▪ Pursue organic growth by exploring alternative
platforms, strengthening kids menu and increasing
drive thru sales

Investment Thesis and Growth Strategy

As of December 31, 2018
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Important Information
Endnotes to Investment Performance (1 of 2)

1. The investment performance described herein was completed by members of the Private Equity Team of Vinci Partners.

2. Fund I’s investments were completed prior to the formation of Vinci Partners, utilizing capital contributed by the former partners of Banco Pactual. These investments were made under the
leadership and supervision of the Firm’s current partners, and were not executed in a traditional private equity fund structure, and were thus not subject to expenses, fees or carried interest
charges. The VCP II investments were completed after the formation of Vinci Partners, and were executed in a traditional private equity fund structure, using third party capital.

3. Past performance is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of the Fund's future investment results. There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve comparable
results or be able to avoid losses, including substantial or entire capital losses. All gross IRRs and multiples are calculated without taking into account expenses, carried interest and
management fees that the Fund will charge. If such fees and carried interest had been charged, and if expenses had been taken into account, net IRRs and multiples would be meaningfully
lower as disclosed.

4. Investments are expressed in Brazilian reais and converted to U.S. dollars on the relevant transaction dates. Realized investments expressed in Brazilian Reais and converted to U.S. dollars
use the fx on the date of realization. Unrealized value is converted from Brazilian reais to U.S. dollars using the foreign exchange rate on December 31, 2018, of 3.8748 Brazilian reais to 1 U.S.
dollar.

5. Capital Invested represents the aggregate capital respectively invested by Fund I and VCP II, and does not include co-investment. Realized proceeds represent gross proceeds to Fund I or
VCP II, as applicable, generated from the sale of interests in portfolio companies, interest, dividends and distributions related to the applicable portfolio company investments. Because
Fund I was not organized as a single private equity fund subject to expenses, fees or carried interest, a net return cannot be calculated, however a hypothetical net return, on an aggregate
basis, is presented in the performance tables. Underlying assumptions for net calculations may be found below in endnotes 17 to 20.

6. Unrealized value has been determined as of December 31, 2018 in Brazilian Reais and converted to U.S. dollars using the foreign exchange rate on December 31, 2018, as explained in
endnote 4. The unrealized value is determined by Vinci Partners in accordance with the Firm's valuation criteria or policies, as described in endnotes below. Actual realized returns will
depend on various factors, including future operating results, market conditions at the time of sale, legal and contractual restrictions on transfer that may limit liquidity, any related
transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions and circumstances on which the current unrealized valuations are based. Accordingly, the
actual realized returns may differ materially from the returns indicated herein.

7. All IRRS are gross (unless noted otherwise), and are presented annualized and calculated on the basis of daily investment inflows and outflows. “NM” implies a zero or negative IRR. IRRs
for investments with a remaining interest have been calculated by assuming that the remaining interest has been sold as of December 31, 2018 at the unrealized value shown. Fund I,
represents proprietary invested capital and therefore its investments were not subject to management fees, carried interest and other costs and expenses typical of private equity
funds. Accordingly, the “Net IRR” or "Net Return" and “Net Multiple of Cost” are hypothetical and are calculated by applying certain assumptions, including that a hypothetical limited
partner would bear an annual management fee, carried interest, fund expenses and organizational expenses commensurate with those that are anticipated to be charged by VCP III, to the
historical investment performance of Fund I. In calculating the amount of carried interest earned by Vinci Partners in the Net IRR or Net Return and Net Multiple of Cost calculation, certain
simplifying assumptions with regards to the timing of the preferred return and catch-up were made. If these simplifying assumptions had not been made, the Net IRR or Net Return and
Net Multiple of Cost may have been lower. The Net IRR or Net Return presented herein has been calculated using Vinci Partners’ actual cash flows on the actual dates on which they
occurred to present a hypothetical net return over the full investment period applicable to Fund I. Past performance of Fund I and VCP II investments are not necessarily indicative of future
results and there can be no assurance that future funds will achieve comparable results or that targeted returns will be met.
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Important Information
Endnotes to Investment Performance (2 of 2)

8. Burger Kings's unrealized value is based on the publicly-traded share price on December 31, 2018, of R$20.68.

9. Austral's unrealized value is based on trading multiples of comparable public companies such as Price / Book and Price / Earnings, as well as discounted cash flow analysis.

10. Le Biscuit's unrealized value is based on trading multiples of comparable public companies, such as EV / forward EBITDA, analysis of comparable transactions and discounted cash flow
analysis.

11. Cecrisa's unrealized value is based on trading multiples of comparable public companies, such as forward EV / forward EBITDA, analysis of comparable transactions and discounted cash
flow analysis.

12. PDG's unrealized value is based on the publicly-traded share price on December 31, 2018, of R$1.11.

13. CBO's unrealized value is based on a discounted cash flow analysis.

14. InBrands' unrealized value is based on a discounted cash flow analysis.

15. In respect of Sollus, revenue is not measured; - the main financial metric is farmland value, which is presented using the Net Asset Value approach, which sums the Appraisal Value of the
agricultural properties (performed by a consultancy), cash and fixed assets, then subtracts the company's liabilities, which are Sollus' remaining installments related to the acquisition of the
farmland. Given the company's business model, Vinci believes the Net Asset Value is the most accurate measure of the company's performance. Sollus’ unrealized value is based on the
carrying value of farmland on the company's balance sheet and its net cash balance.
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